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ABSTRACT

Using high resolution angle resolved photoemission, the electronic

structure of YBa2Cu30x is examined when oxygen stoichiometries are

varied in the range 6.2 <_x _ 6.9. Detailed measurements of the Fermi

surface for YBa2Cu306.9 are presented and are compared with predictions

of band theory. In the metallic region of the phase diagram, changes in the

Fermi surfaces are measured as a function of oxygen stoichiometry. The

electronic structure is monitored as the oxide changes from a metal to a

semiconductor with additional oxygen depletion. For intermediate

stoichiometries, effects of oxygen vacancy ordering are considered.

Unusual resonant effects observed at several photon energies are examined

as oxygen content is varied.

*Present Address: Department of Physics, University of Missouri,
Kansas City, MO 64110.
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L INTRODUCTION

Essential to the development of a suitable description of the super-

conducting state in high Tc oxides is a clear understanding of the normal

state electronic properties. A very basic issue is whether the normal state

can be described by Fermi liquid (FL) theory [1-4]. The possibility of strong

electron correlation effects has led to widespread skepticism about the

appropriateness of FL theory to describe the nol_nal state in the copper

oxide superconductors. Indeed, high Tc oxides show many properties that

are considered to be anomalous [4] and are frequently cited as demon-

stratingthefailureofFL theoryforthesematerials[5].

While earlydebateon thisissuecenteredon a discussionofwhether

or not a Fermi surface(FS) existsin these metallicoxides,recentangle

resolvedphotoemission(ARPES) [6-12],positronannihilation(PAS) [13-14],

and de-Haas-van Alphen (dHvA) [15-16]measurements have previded

strongevidenceforthe existenceofa Fermi surfaceinYBa2Cu3Ox. Fermi

surfacemeasurements have been reportedforotherhigh Tc oxidesas well.

Since band calculations(localdensityapproximation)providea very

detailedspecificationofallowedelectronenergy statesincludingthoselow

energy statesthat definethe Fermi surface,the calculationshave been

frequently tested by comparison with experiment. And, in general,

reported FS measurements show relativelygood correspondence with

Fermi surfacespredictedfrom band theory [3]. However, band theory

appears to be inappropriate for the insulating, oxygen deficient

YBa2Cu306. Band theorypredictsmetallicbehavior [17-18]even though

YBa2Cu306 is an antiferromagneticallyordered insulatorwith magnetic

moments localizedon Cu sites[19] .Thisfailureoflocaldensitytheoryis
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also encountered with other (parent) insulating oxides which become

superconducting with suitable doping. The Hubbard Hamiltonian has been

widely used to describe the insulator and doped insulator regimes.

Since the extremes of the YBa2Cu3Ox phase diagram show strongly

contrasting properties, perhaps requiring rather different theoretical

machinery to describe the endpoints, it is important to investigate the

electron states in high Tc oxides as the materials are transformed from the

metallic (superconducting) into the insulating state. In this paper, we

report such a study, probing occupied electron states of YBa2Cu30x as
)

, oxygen stoichiometryis varied between metallicand insulatingregimes.

. We reportARPES studiesofYBa2Cu3Ox, with oxygen contentvariedinthe

' range 6.2 _ x _ 6.93, with emphasis on identifying and measuring Fermi

surfaces and monitoring FS changes as x is varied. Varying the oxygen

stoichiometry produces changes in the carrier concentration and in the

superconducting Tc. We explore the effect of this stoichiometry variation on

the Fermi surface and study the transition into the insulating state as

oxygen content is reduced. Effects of oxygen vacancy ordering are also

considered. While it has long been known that vacancy ordering occurs in

oxygen deficient YBCO [20], it has only recently been demonstrated that the

state of order has a profound effect on both superconducting and normal

state properties [21]. We also examine the unusual resonant effects that are

observed at certain photon energies and emission angles and their behavior

as the material transforms from the metallic to the insulating state with

oxygen depletion.

The paper is organized to include a discussion of (1) experimental

considerations involved in the ARPES measurements, (2) the crystallo-

graphic structure of YBCO including effects of chain vacancy ordering,

[]
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(3) a brief discussion of band calculations,(4) ARPES Fermi surface

measurements in YBa2Cu306.9 and in oxygen deficientsamples, (5)

observedresonantfeatures,and (6)ARPES measurements in the vicinityof

the metal-insulatortransition.

IL EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS

Singlecrystalswere grown in gold cruciblesfrom a Cu and Ba rich

mixture (a "self-flux"procedure). Oxygen stoichiometriesin the range

6.2< x < 6.85 were fixedby equilibratingthe samples at 520°C in an

appropriatemixture ofoxygen and nitrogengases [21].Afterequilibrating

for severaldays, samples were quenched to liquidnitrogen. Using this

procedure,any desiredTc could be readilyobtainedwith a sharp super-

conductingtransition.Determined from SQUID magnetizationmeasure-

ments, ATc's are routinelylessthan 2 K wide (10 and 90 % values). To

obtaina "fullyoxygenated"sample, estimatedto have stoichiometry6.93,

samples were annealed at 480°C forabout one week followedby a second

anneal of comparable duration at 420°C. Figure 1 shows a plotofTc vs

oxygen depletion for a series of single crystal measurements.

Stoichiometrieswere determined from a calibrationestablishedby iodo-

metrictitrationon ceramicsamples thatwere concurrentlyprocessedwith

singlecrystalsamples [22]. Samples used in these studieswere thin

plateletsoftypicaldimensions 1 x 1 x 0.1mm3. The samples were cleaved

in the vacuum system (-4 X 10-11 Torr) of the ARPES spectrometer,to

expose an a-b surface,aftercoolingto about 20 K. Measurements were

taken with the sample temperature maintained near 20 K. Ifmeasure-

ments are taken at room temperature,significanttime dependent changes
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occur indicatingoxygen depletionat the sample surfaceor severesurface

reconstruction[23].

ARPES measurements forFermi surfacestudieswere made on the

Ames-Montana ERG-Seya beamline at the SynchrotronRadiationCenter at

Stoughton,Wf, using the Seya monochromator with photon energiesin the

15-30eV region.The angular resolutionofthe electronanalyzeris2° (full

apex acceptancecone)which correspondstoa k-resolutionof0.07A "1(about

1/11ofthe r-to-Xdistancein k-space)forhv = 21.2eV. The total(photon

pluselectron)energy resolutionwas 55 meV. Some oftheresonantfeatures

were measured using higher resolutionconditions(20-30meV resolution).

Data were alsoacquired,forphoton energiesexceeding30 eV, at the Los

Alamos ERG beamline at the National Synchrotron Light Source at

Brookhaven NationalLaboratory,NY. See references[6,7]formore details

pertainingto measurement conditions,includingsample orientationswith

respecttophoton beam polarization.

Use of the ARPES technique is most straightforwardwhen the

material under study has a highly two-dimensionalstructurewith band

dispersionoccurringonly in a plane paralleltothe sample surface.This

conditionappears to be nicelysatisfiedfor cleaved surfacesof YBCO.

Cleavingexposesthe a-b plane where dispersionislarge;c-axisdispersion

isapparentlyvery small. However, complicatingthe experimentalsitua-

tionisthe factthatARPES isa very surfacesensitivetechnique.Electron

escape depths forphotoelectronsejectedfrom EF are ofthe orderofone or

two unitcellswhen hv ~ 15-30eV (photonenergiesmost extensivelyused in

thisstudy).Consequently,spectracouldbe significantlyinfluencedby the

presence of the sample-vacuum interface;surface relaxation,surface

|
m
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reconstruction or charge redistribution might occur in the near-surface

region perturbing the underlying bulk electronic structure [24].

m. STRUCTURE

YBCO has an orthorhombic structure in the superconducting phase

and transforms to a tetragonal structure when x < 6.4 [22] where it becomes

an antiferromagnetic insulator [25]. Figure 2 shows the structure of the

perfect YBa2Cu307 material. Pairs of Cu02 planes separated by a layer of Y

atoms are generally believed to be the essential component of the structure

for sustaining superconductivity. These planes, with Cu atoms in 4-planar

coordination to neighboring oxygens are common to ali of the high Tc

Cu-oxide superconductors. Layers containing Cu-O chains also appear in

the YBCO structure. The chains, when fully occupied, also contain Cu's in

four-coordination. However, oxygens in the chains are relatively weakly

bound; when the oxygen stoichiometry is reduced, oxygen vacancies appear

in this portion of the structure. All of the oxygens in the 0(1) sites [22] of the

chain layer can be removed without sample decomposition. As oxygen is

removed, the coordination number of chain Cu's is decreased; with suffi-

cient oxygen removal, these Cu(1) sites become 2-coordinated.

IV. CHAIN VACANCY ORDERING

Oxygen vacancies in the chain basal plane have a strong tendency to

order, forming long chains in the b-direction. These strings of vacancies

also tend to order in the a-direction. When x = 6.5, for example, alternate

filled and empty chain sites are observed forming the Ortho II structure

[20]. It was discovered, however, that disorder could be thermally
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introducedintothislayerofthe structure,with profoundeffecton both

superconductingand normal stateproperties[21,26-28].When disorder

was introduced(by annealingand quenching experiments),relaxation

(ordering)occurred,evenattemperaturesaslowas room temperature.

Figure3 showsa seriesofa-bplaneresistivitymeasurementsp(T)on

a YBa2Cu306.41singlecrystalsamplepreparedwithquenched-indisorder

[29].Afterfixingthe oxygenstoichiometry,leadswere attachedand the

samplewas givena secondaryannealat 180°C,a temperaturesufficiently

high tointroducesubstantialdisorderintothe chainbasalplane. The

samplewas thenquenchedtoa chilledsolutionofFluorinert(acommercial

quenchingfluid)to preservethe disorder.The upper curvein Fig.3,

showing semiconductingbehavior,was measured immediately after

quenching.Repeatedp(T)measurementswere takenafterpermittingthe

sample to annealat room temperatureforthe specifiedtime intervals.

With room temperatureannealing,thenormalstateresistivityfallsand the

materialconvertstoa superconductor.With extendedroom temperature

annealingofthisYBa2Cu306.41 sample,Tc risesand saturatesat about
/
/

20I_

This agingbehaviorwas explainedas a "holedoping"phenomenon
'\
\

resultingfrom changing coppercoordinationsin the chainbasalplane

[30-32].Figure4 shows a representationof the chainbasalplanefor

YBa2Cu306.5,where thelargedotsrepresentoxygenatoms and thesmall

dotsrepresentcopperatoms. In Fig.4, most of the oxygen atoms are

arrangedtodefinetheOrthoIIstructurebutsome O'sareshifted(i.e.,are

thermallydriven)tonormallyvacantchainsites.As thesemisplacedO's

move back intotheirOrthoIIsites(withlow temperatureannealing),they

increasethe number of two-coordinatedCu's. Two-coordinatedCu's,

|
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bonded to neighboring oxygen, are normally monovalent species. If the

three-and four-coordinated Cu's are nominally divalent, then this

annealing process sequesters or freezes-out electrons by creating Cu 1+ sites

thus increasing the hole concentration in the material (a p-type conductor).

Profound changes in the normal state and superconducting proper-

ties are caused by changing oxygen stoichiometry and by altering the state

of order in the chain basal plane. It appears that, in both cases, the proper-

ties changes are attributable to changes in carrier concentration. Since

changes in the carrier concentration should also appear as changes in

Fermi surface dimensions, we expect that variations in oxygen

stoichiometry as well as variations in the state of oxygen vacancy order will

alter the size of the Fermi surface. In this paper, we report Fermi surface

studies, on samples well annealed at room temperature, with their oxygen

concentrations varied between 6.2 - 6.9. Measurements with varied states of

order have not yet been undertaken. If such experiments could measure

Fermi surface changes, they should provide important insight into the

question of charge redistribution associated with order induced hole

doping. Information might also be gained about surface relaxation effects;

vacancy ordering might be somewhat different in the near vicinity of the

vacuum interface.

V. BAND CAI_UI_TIONS

Figure 5 shows the band structure, from a calculation by Massidda,

et al. [33], for YBa2Cu307. The band structure is exceedingly complicated

for electron binding energies greater than a few tenths of an eV. Near EF,

however, bands are relatively simple, so that, with high resolution ARPES
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capability,band dispersionand Fermi surfacesmight be observedand

meaningfullyanalyzed.In Fig.6a,we show theBrillouinzone sectionin

the reducedzone scheme (F correspondstothe zonecenter).Figure6b

shows an overlayofFermi surfacescalculated[33]atkz - 0 (i.e.,inthe

planecontainingF)and atkz= r4c(intheplanecontainingZ).The shaded

regionsconnectsurfacesfrom common bands that appear in the two

planes.The widthoftheseshadedregionsprovidean indicationofthekz

band dispersion;kz dispersionissmallwhen the indicatedregionsare

narrow. The regionslabeled1 and 4 (correspondingtobands 1 and 4 in

Fig.5),are Fermi surfacesfrom bands that have a substantial(or

dominant)admix ofchainband character.The shadedregions(labeled

2 and 3)ar,_predominantlyplane-bandderived.

Fi_Ire6c shows anotherFermi surfacecalculation,from Pickett,

etal.[34].A calculationby Andersenetal.[35]yieldsverysimilarresultsto

thiscalculation.Indeed,overallagreementamong allthe reportedband

structures,ofwhichtheseareonlya representativesampling,isverygood.

TherearethreesensitiveFermi surfacefeatureswheredifferencesappear:

(a)theholeappearinginthechainband surface(band1)atthepointU; (b)

thebulgeorprotrusiontowardsther-Y line(orneckingacross)by theband

2 surfacewhich resultsfrom the CuO2 planestatesthatgiverisetothe

"barrels"interactingwithchainstates;and (c)thesizeofthechainband (4)

surfacealongthe S-R line.Aliof thesesensitivitiesare dramatically

ivfluencedby thepositioningofthechainbandsrelativetotheplanebands

and by th,_detailsoftheirinteractions.Very smallenergyshiftscan cause

thesechanges;forexample,thedifferenceattheU point(Fig.6b and 6c)

correspondsto a shiftofonly0.04eV. Nonetheless,thesechangeshave

significantphysicalconsequencesand soshouldbe probed.
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In the region of the bulge (band 2), there is substantial hybridization

between chain and plane derived bands. Since we are examining oxygen

variation in YBCO, where oxygen is removed from chain sites, we might

expect the predominately chain derived bands (labeled 1 and 4 and the bulge

in band 2) to show the greatest sensitivity to stoichiometry variation.

We note that electronic structures of the reduced stoichiometry

ordered phases can also be calculated using band theory or other theoretical

procedures which require a detailed knowledge of atomic structure. In

addition to band calculations for the endpoint stoichiometries YBa2Cu307

and YBa2Cu306, calculations are now available for the ordered (Ortho II)

phase of YBa2Cu306.5 [31,36].

VI. ARPES MEAS__MENTS- FERMI SURFACE of YBa2Cu306_9

ARPES measures energy distribution curves (EDC's) of photoelec-

trons emitted into a small solid angle. These EDC's provide an approxi-

mate measure of the occupied electronic density of states in a small window

of k-space. We measure a series of EDC's along a chosen direction in

k-space and look for spectral features that disperse toward EF. An abrupt

drop in intensity occurs when the dispersing feature moves through the

Fermi level. The point in k-space where the band crosses the Fermi level

defines a point on the Fermi surface. Figure 7a shows a series of EDC's for

the "fully oxygenated" x = 6.9 sample taken along the Brillouin zone
m

diagonal, F-S (the measurements are actually taken along a line some-

where between F-S and Z-R that is approximately parallel to the large faces

of the Brillouin zone; kz is not well defined). Note, in Fig. 7a, that a spectral

feature appears near 0.3 eV when the electron pickoff angles e- _ = 4°.
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This feature disperses toward EF, crossing the Fermi level at about

0 = _ = 9°, where an abrupt dropoff in intensity occurs. While this intense

dispersing feature is clearly observed in the data, a second, poorly defined,

spectral feature may also appear as a shoulder on the low binding energy

side. This feature is indicated by an arrow on the EDC at 0 = _ = 6°. We

conclude that this feature passes through EF near 0 = _ = 7°. To assist with

this band identification, we include, in Fig. 7b, a series of EDC's from

Bi2Sr2CaCu2Os, believed to correspond to a single dispersing band [37].

Note that no shoulder is apparent in the EDC as the spectral feature

approaches EF.

By examining EDC'_ measured on a grid covering every two degrees

in 0 and _, we map dispersing bands throughout the entire first Brillouin

zone. (All of these measurements were taken at hv = 21.2 eV.) Arranging

these EDC's along different directions, we follow band dispersions and map

Fermi level crossings to obtain redundant measurements of the Fermi

surface [6,7]. Results are shown as solid and open circles in Fig. 8; the

solid circles are those determined with greatest clarity. Results are

compared with the Fermi surfaces calculated by Pickett et al [34]. Most of

the solid dots apparently correspond to the plane-related Fermi surface that

is labeled 3 in Fig. 8. The open circles are somewhat more subjective,

corresponding to spectral features that are less clearly defined, as

discussed above. Since measurements were taken on twinned samples, it

is not known if the observed bulge near 0 or _ = 15° should be associated

with F-X or F-Y symmetry directions. With the possible exception of those

points near 0 or _ = 15°, Fig. 8 does not show a clear measurement of Fermi

surfaces that have dominant chain band character.
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In contrastwithpreviousARPES studies[9],we do notobservethe

smallchainrelatedholepocketpredictedto occurnear the S point[6].

(Note,however,thatbo_h PAS and di-IvAmeasurements have alsobeen

attributedtothissmallsurface).In general,correspondencebetween the

predictionsofband theoryand theobservedFermisurfacesisgood.

VIL FERMI SURFACE - VARIED OXYGEN STOICHIOMETRY

Next we examine Fermi surfaces when the oxygen stoichiometry is

educed below 6.9. Figure 9 shows a comparison of EDC's taken along the
m

F-S |ine for the 6.9 and 6.5 samples. Apparently, the inner plane band

(band 3, Fig. 8) is not strongly affected by changes in oxygen stoichiometry

when x > 6.4 [6,7]. Figure 10 shows a similar comparison of EDC's along

the F- Y(X) symmetry line for the x = 6.9 and 6.5 samples. (Note that these

samples are twinned, so a superposition of spectra from F-X and from F-Y

is measured.) Now we observe a significant stoichiometry-dependent

difference in the spectra. In Fig. 10a, a spectral feature moves to, and

apparently through, the Fermi level where spectral intensity is abruptly

lost when e and _ are near 16o. When x = 6.5, similar band dispersion can

be discerned, but there is a dramatic change in the spectral weight near EF.

It is not clear, furthermore, that a Fermi level crossing can be convincingly

identified. Thus, there appear to be discernible changes in the Fermi

surface, with oxygen depletion, in the vicinity of the F-Y(X) symmetry lines.

This may signal changes in the chain bands (band 1 and/or band 4 °- see

Fig. 6b).

These observations again appear to be consistent with predictions

from band theory for the double-cell (Ortho II) YBa2Cu306.5 composition.

i
!
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Figure 11 shows the calculated Fermi surface that is cut by one plane

(containing F) of the Brillouin zone [6, 35]. Note that the surfaces from

plane bands 2 and 3 persist relatively unchanged from their corresponding

surfaces in Fig. 6. (Small modifications occur near the new zone boundary;

bands 2' and 3' are plane bands which appear as a consequent of cell

doubling.) Chain band I persists, somewhat modified, but it is not doubled

in the new cell; i.e., one chain layer has been removed relative to the x = 7

structure. Thus we might expect to observe a loss of chain ban_ _ntensity as

the oxygen stoichiometry is reduced. Further, band 4 (see Figs 5 and 6) no

longer crosses EF. In general, these predicted changes appear to be consis-

tent with the changes in ARPES spectra observed between the x = 7 and

x = 6.5 samples. With oxygen depletion, spectral intensity and possibly a

Fermi level crossing are lost near BZ edges.

With the formation of the Ortho II structure, a new periodicity

occurs. In the new (x = 6.5) Brillouin zone, the F - X distance is about half of

the F - X distance for the x = 7 structure. Since reflection symmetry occurs

about the line X - S (Fig. 11), band re-entrant behavior should appear in the

second zone of the new cell. As seen in Fig. 9b, there is no indication in the

spectra for the new periodicity, i.e.., the spectra do not show symmetry with

respect to _e new zone boundary. It may be that the states be'_ngprobed

(primarily plane related) are not dramatically perturbed by the new

periodicity so that the effect of cell doubling can not be observed at this level

of sensitivity [6]. Furthermore, we do not see evidence for the new structure

(bands 2' and 3') along F- Y in the first zone.
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VHL RESONANT FEATURES

In YBa2Cu3Ox, there are a number of sharp and intense spectral

features which appear at specific photon excitation energies and at specific

points or regions in the Brillouin zone. (We refer to these unusual spectral

structures as resonant features. Tobin et al. [10] call them acute features.)
m

Such features appear very prominently at 17 eV at the Y-point, 24 eV at X

and Y, 28 eV at Y, and 74 eV at X and Y. The 17 and 28 eV features are

most prominently pea_ed at EF while the 24 and 74 eV features appear most

intensely at about 1 eV binding energy [6-8,10,38]. (These features can be

used to great advantage in confirming sample alignment for ARPES

measurements.) The origin of these features has not been firmly

established, whether they might be surface states, band structure features,

or another type of excitation. The 17 eV feature, which appears at EF at the

Y - point in the Brillouin zone, was discovered by Tobin et al [10] in an

x = 6.9 sample. The behavior of this feature is nearly identical to that

shown in Fig. 12 for an x = 6.5 sample. The feature appears to be

nondispersive and is extremely sharp, displaying a 20 meV FWHM peak,

essentially a measure of the instrument resolution function. For oxygen
T

stoichiometries where the sample is superconducting, the feature appears

to be relatively insensitive to oxygen variation.

Another feature appears prominently at EF at the Y -point of the zone

when hv = 28 eV. This feature, shown in Fig. 13 for x = 6.5, also appears to

be insensitive to oxygen variation when the sample is metallic [6,7,10]. The

28 eV peak clearly shows dispersive behavior. One might attribute this

feature to band 2 (see Figs 5 and 6), in which case the band approaches (or
m

just crosses) EF along the F-Y line [39]. The relative insensitivity of this
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band tooxygenvariationalsoappearstobe consistentw:th the OrthoII
m

calculationwhich showsthattheband remainsveryclosetoEF alongF-Y

althoughitdoesn'tcross[36].As discussedabove,relativelossofspectral

weightmight be expectedwhen x = 6.5sincechainband statesarelostin

thereducedsample.

The resonantfeaturesat17and 28 eV ma_,,infact,be sensitivetothe

same occupiedelectronstates[40].Dispersion,apparentin the 28 eV

spectra(Fig.13),isnot observedwhen hv = 17 eV sincetheintensityis

sufficientlystrongtoclearlydefinethefeatureonlyin a smallregionofk-

spacenear theY point.A secondpeak inFig.12,appearingnear0.1eV at
m w

Y, dispersestowardEF alongtheY_Sdirection.Notethatbands3 and 4 in

theband calculationofFig.5 show similarbehavior.

The 1 eV resonantfeatureat 24 eV photon energy apparently

reappearsat 74 eV. EDC's are shown,inFig.14,alongtheV- Y(X) line

measured using24 and 74 eV photonenergies[41].Note thatthe 1 eV

featuresnows similardispersivebehaviorand comparableintensityvaria-

tionsfork-valuesintherange0.5-0.9A-1.However,theintensepeak near

1.5eV observedatther pointwhen hv = 24 eV bindingenergyisabsentin

thehv = 74 eV EDC's. Itmay be thattheIeV peak at74eV isenhancedby

thecoupledexcitationbetweenCu 3p and empty Cu 3d stateswhich also

occursat74 eV. Sincetheenhancementislargestwhen 3d valenceband

statesarealsoinvolved(ina superCoster-Kronigautoionizationprocess),
m

the suggestionisthat the1 eV resonantfeatureatY(X)involvesvalence

band statesthatcontaina significantadmix ofCu 3d character.(Notethat

valence band satellitesalso show resonant behaviorat hv = 74 eV

suggestingthatstrongcorrelationeffectsoccurintheCu 3d band [23]).
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Since the 1 eV resonant peak occurs at both X and Y, it seems likely

that the feature is associated with plane derived electron states. The chain

layer is highly anisotropic and the anisotropy varies with x; the planes

show little anisotropy at ali oxygen stoichiometries. (In contrast, the

hv = 17 and 28 eV features appear only at Y, which suggests association

with the chain layer.) The I eV resonant behavior at lav = 24 eV might

result from enhancement involving a coupled Y 4p_Y 4d and/or O 2s-_O 2p
w

absorption. A 1.5 eV peak also appears at F (Fig. 14) with substantial inten-

sity when hv = 24 eV. However, its resonance properties have not yet been

carefully examined. Additional measurements, including studies on

RBa2Cu3Ox crystals with the R element a lanthanide (replacing the Y 4p

core level with a Ln 5p) are needed to help clarify interpretation of these

results.

Strong intensity modulations of ARPES spectra also appear as a

function of k when YBCO valence band states are measured in higher

Brillouin zones. For example, Fig. 15 shows a series of EDC's, with hv = 74

eV, taken along the V-X(Y) directions (twinned sample), scanning through

several Brillouin zones. At the Fermi level, a strong, zone dependent,

intensity modulation is observed. Note, especially, in the range F"-X°°,that

the peak at EF becomes very intense. The EDC for k = 3.67 A-l, where the

peak at EF is maximum, is reproduced in Fig. 16. Other k-dependent

modulations of spectral features are also apparent throughout the valence

band. The 1 eV feature, intense at the X - point, is recurrent at X' but with

a significantly reduced amplitude. If this peak corresponds to a surface

state [38], one might expect, contrary to observation, that the feature would

be enhanced at high emission angles.
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IX. METAL- INSUL&TOR TRANSITION

We have observed that many ofthe spectralfeaturesshow relative

insensitivityto changes in oxygen stoichiometrythroughout the super-

conductingregionofthe phase diagram. For example, inFig.17 we show

EDC's, with hv = 24 eV, scanning the F-Y(X) directionfor samples with

severaldifferentstoichiometries.Panelsa and b show EDC's forx = 6.9and

x = 6.4,representingboth extremes of the superconductingphase field.

While differencesare apparent in these spectra,prominent featuresand

their dispe_'sivecharacter are very similar. However, with a slight

additionalreductionofthe x = 6.4 sample,such thatthe sample beginsto

show semiconducting behavior, profound changes appear in the EDC's

(Fig.17c). Most apparent isthe abrupt dramatic attenuationofthe 1 eV

resonantfeatureand lossofspectralintensityattheFermi level.While the

residual,underlying band structurealso changes more rapidlyin the

semiconductingregionthan in the superconductingregion,the spectrain

panel 17c retaina strong resemblance to the oxygen-richEDC's. With

furtheroxygen depletion(Fig.17 d),the 1 eV featureiscompletelylost.

Figure 18 shows an overlay,forx = 6.4,6.3and 6.2samples,ofEDC's atthe

Y(X) point. With increasingoxygen depletion,spectralweight israpidly

lostbetween 0 - 4 eV bindingenergy. Especially,the 1 eV featureand the

peak near EF are rapidlylost. A k-spacepoint-by-pointcomparison of

EDC's, with hv = 21.2 eV, for samples with different stoichiometries on both

sides of the metal-insulator transition _as also presented in ref. 7 for

measurements along the zone diagonal. Those measurements, taken near

EF, also showed an abrupt loss of intensity near EF as the material trans-

formed from a metal to a semiconductor. The significant loss of spectral
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weight that occursin the band near EF as the insulatinggap opens

suggestsa repopulationofstatesfrom thislowlyingband. Thisrepopula-

tionisapparentlyassociatedwith the onsetofcorrelationeffectsthatare

sufficientlystrongto inducea chargetransfergap and a transitionto

insulatingbehavior.

Figure 19 shows additionalEDC's forx = 6.3 and 6.5 samples,

representingboth thesuperconductingand semiconductingregionsofthe

phase fieldnear the M-I transition.These spectra,presentingspecific

k-pointcomparisons,were takenalongtheF-Y(X)directionathv = 28 eV.

Generally,theseEDC's show a strongpoint-by-pointcorrespondence,

though some modificationand relativeshiftingof spectralfeaturesis

observed.Like Fig.18,itisalsoclearthatspectralweightnear EF is

substantiallyreducedas thematerialbecomessemiconducting.(However,

thedispersivebehavioroftheattenuatedpeak thatoccursnearEF remains

comparabletothatofthesuperconductingsample[seeFig.13and ref.6]).

A comparisonofspectranear EF, takenwithhv = 17 eV, was also

_:adein ref.6 forsampleswith x = 6.9and at6.35(metaland insulator).

The very sharp featureat EF was no longerobservableas the sample

became semiconducting.ForYBCO, itappearsthatlossofspectralweight

nearEF withthedevelopmentofa chargetransfergap [42]and lossofacute

resonantfeaturesarecharacteristicchangesassociatedwith the transfor-

mationfrom metaltoinsulatorasoxygenisremoved.

Changes in ARPES spectrawith oxygen stoichiometryare most

!l profound near the metal-insulator transition. Thus we might expect that

1 variationsofARPES spectrawith changesin vacancyorderwillalsobe
1

most apparentnear the metal insulatortransition.Assuming thatthe

dependenceofARPES featureson vacancyorderwillmimic thedependence

'I
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on oxygen stoichiometry, we expect that, near x = 6.4, resonant ARPES

features and spectral weight near EF will be lost as disorder is added

(driving the material insulating). With room temperature annealing, these

features will presumably be restored. While such low temperature

annealing experiments have not yet been undertaken (they are complicated

to perform since samples degrade badly at room temperature), they would

provide a useful direct observation of the variation of the occupied electron

states that are affected by variations in the s_ate of order.

X. CONCLUSIONS

Using angle resolved photoemission measurements, occupied

electron states were extensively studied in the vicinity of the Fermi level for

YBa2Cu3Ox samples when x was varied to survey both the superconducting

and insulating regions of the composition field. For x = 6.9 material, the

Fermi surface was measured in detail throughout the Brillouin zone.

Measured surfaces, centered at the S-point of the Brillouin zone, closely

correspond to (predominately) plane-derived surfaces predicted by band

theory. These surfaces appear to be very insensitive to changes in oxygen

stoichiometry. Other Fermi surfaces, near the F-Y(X) symmetry line,

appear to be chain-derived features; these surfaces show greater sensitivity

to variations in oxygen content. The small chain-related Fermi surface

predicted to occur near the S.point of the Brillouin zone was not observed at

any stoichiometry.

Intense spectral features with resonant character appear in a

number of different measurements (specific hv's, and k-points).

Particularly sharp and intense features are observed at EF and at 1 eV
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binding energy. These resonant features are severely attenuated as the

material transforms from a superconducting metal to an insulator. A

dramatic loss of spectral weight also occurs at EF as the material goes

through the metal-insulator transition.

Like variations in oxygen stoichiometry, oxygen vacancy ordering,

that occurs in the chain basal plane of oxygen deficient YBCO, exerts a

i_ profound effect on both normal state and superconducting properties.

i Consequently the role of ordering must be carefully examined. No ARPES

!'l studies have yet been undertaken to examine the effect of varied order.

However, such measurements would appear to be important, prodding a

direct observation of changes in occupied electron states associated with

varied states of order.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Fig. 1. Superconducting transition temperature vs oxygen stoichiometry

for YBa2Cu3Ox.

Fig. 2. The structure (two unit cells) of YBa2Cu30x showing plane and

chain layers.

Fig. 3. Resistivity measurements for a sample of YBa2Cu306.41 showing

the effects of room temperature annealing. The upper curve was

measured when the chain layer was "disordered"; i.e.,

immediately afl_.r a quench from 180°C. With aging at rootn

temperature, the sample becomes superconducting and Tc

systematically rises to -20 K. Aging times from top to bottom are

(1) as quenched, (2) 43 min, (3) 73 min, (4) 248 min, (5) 493 min,

(6) 1003 rain, (7) 1983 rain, (8) 7743 rain. These results are

apparently a manifestation of hole doping that is controlled by the

state of oxygen vacancy order in the chain basal plane.

]_ig. 4. A representation of the chain basa 1 plane in the Ortho II structure

of YBa2Cu306.5. (Large dots represent oxygen atoms, small dots

represent copper atoms.) The ideal structure contains alternating

occupied and vacant (oxygen-free) chains. Cu's in filled chains are

4-coordinated, Cu's in empty chains are 2-coordinated. With

elevated temperature, oxygens from normally filled chains move to

normally empty chains changing the concentration of

2-coordinated (monovalent) Cu's with consequent change in the

hole doping.

!
I
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Fig. 5. The band structure of YBa2Cu307 [33].

Fig. 6. (a) The Brillouin zone for YBa2Cu307. (b) An overlay of Fermi

surfaces calculated [33] at kz = 0 (in the plane containing V) and at

kz= rJc (in the plane containing Z). The shaded regions connect

surfaces from common bands that appear in the two planes. The

surfaces labeled 1 and 4 have a substantial admix of chain band

character. (c) Fermi surfaces calculated by [34] displayed in the

same way as panel (b).

Fig. 7. (a) Energy distribution curves (EDC's) for YBa2Cu306.9 taken
m

using hv = 21.2 eV for k-points along V-S, the Brillouin zonei

diagonal. Photoelectron emission angles relative to the surface

normal (0 and ¢) are marked next to each curve. A spectral

feature appears near 0.3 eV when 0 = ¢ = 4° that disperses to EF

ti and crosses near 0=¢=9 °. A _cond, poorly defined feature may
li

appear as a shoulder on the low binding energy side (arrow).

(b) a series of EDC's from Bi2Sr2CaCu208 [37] showing a spectral

peak dispersing toward EF. Note that no shoulder appears in the

EDC as the feature approaches EF.

Fig. 8. Comparison of the measured Fermi surfaces of YBa2Cu306.9

_i determined from EDC measurements using hv = 21.2 eV and thecalculated Fermi surfaces of YBa2Cu307 (shaded regions) from

1 ref. 34. Data were taken on twinned crystals. The solid circles are
1

!!i determined with greatest clarity.

:i
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Fig. 9. Comparison of EDC's (a) for YBa2Cu306.9 along F-S, i.e., with 0 =

and (b) for YBa2Cu306.5, again with 0 = _. Photoelectron emission

angles relative to the surface normal (0 and _) are marked next to

each curve. All corresponding k-points for EDC's in panel Co) are

marked as solid dots in the Brillouin zone for YBa2Cu307. Note ,

that the spectra in panels (a) and (b) are very similar, including

the indicated Fermi level crossing near 0 = _ = 9°.

Fig. 10. Comparison of EDC's along V-Y(X) for (a) YBa2Cu306.9 and

(b) YBa2Cu306.5. Photoelectron emission angles relative to the

surface normal (0 and _) are marked next to each curve.

Corresponding k-points for EDC's in panel (a) are marked as solid

dots in the YBa2Cu307 Brillouin zone. Note the difference in EDC's

for the two stoichiometries at comparable electron emission

angles.
4

Fig. 11. The calculated Fermi surface for the double cell (Ortho II)

structure for the YBa2Cu306.5 composition [36]. Plane band

surfaces 2 and 3 remain relatively unchanged from YBa2Cu307

(Fig. 6).

Fig. 12. EDC's measured on an untwinned YBa2Cu306.5 sample
D

(Tc = 53 K), for k-points near Y, using hv = 17 eV. An intense,

very sharp and nondispersive peak appears near EF. It is nearly

identical to the corresponding feature observed in YBa2Cu306.9

[10].
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Fig. 13. EDC°s measured on an untwinned YBa2Cu306.5 sample, for

k-points along the V-Y-V' line, using hv = 28 eV. This dispersive

feature is most intense at the Y-point where it appears very close to

EF_

Fig. 14. EDC's measured on twinned samples of YBa2Cu3O6.9 using

(a) hv = 24 eV and (b) hv = 74 eV photons. In both panels, a sharp

and i_ltense dispersive feature is observed at I eV binding energy at

the X(Y) points of the Brillouin zone. In panel (a), an intense,

though somewhat broader peak is also observed near 1.5 eV at F.

EDC's are identified by dots in the Brillouin zone section.

Fig. 15. EDC's measured on twinned samples of YBa2Cu306.9 using

hv ffi74 eV. The measurements scan thrw,).gh several Brillouin

zones. Strong zone dependent intensity modulations of the spectra

near EF are apparent.

Fig. 16. An amplified presentation of the EDC, shown in Fig. 15, for

kll = 3.67 A-1 showing the sharp and intense feature near EF.

Fig. 17. EDC's measured on samples of YBa2Cu3Ox with the oxygen

stoichiometries (a) x = 6.9, (b) x= 6.4, (c) x = 6.3 and (d) x = 6.2.

Measurements were taken along the r-Y(X) symmetry lines using

hv = 24 eV. Samples (a) and (b) are superconducting, samples (c)

and (d) are semiconducting. Note that corresponding EDC's in the

superconducting region are very similar but abrupt spectral

changes occur when the samples become semiconducting.
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Fig. 18. An overlay of EDC's at the X(Y) point for samples with

stoichiometries x = 6.4 (superconducting), x = 6.3 and x = 6.2 (both

semiconducting) taken with hv = 24 eV. Note that, as samples

become semiconducting, a dramatic loss of intensity occurs from

states near EF and from the I eV resonant peak.

Fig. 19. An overlay of EDC's for x = 6.5 (_uperconducting) and x = 6.3

(semiconducting) samples using hv = 28 eV for several points

along F-Y(X). Again, strong attenuation of the peak near EF is

observed as the sample becomes semiconducting.
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